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Patience is Rewarded by

An 8-Nines Note with Identical
Prefix and Suffix

By TOM MORRISSEY

FTER a search that took over five years, I finally
acquired the elusive and possibly unique eight-
nines notes shown here. Bear in mind that I was

searching for this note when I came upon the ultra-rare
eight-zero find (see May 1974 PAPER MONEY ) . Most
knowledgeable syngraphists feel that this note too would
normally have been removed along with the hundred-
millionth note by the inspectors at the Bureau of En-
graving and Printing and replaced with two star notes
to make up the pack of one hundred.

I know that other similar notes containing eight nines
have been found; however, I do not know of any with
identical prefix and suffix. In all probability this article
will expose the others that do exist.

This note and the eight-zero note truly make a re-
markable combination. The two are the keys to my goal
of completing a set of one to ten inclusive. And only
through patience, search, inquiry, cajoling. persuasion,
prayer and inducement did I acquire the eight-nines, as
it was found in circulation and I traded with a finder who
knew I was searching for it.

I highly suggest that the younger collectors stop
searching through "fished out" rolls and bags of coins
and look for the rarities of today that are in circulation
and can be obtained through patience, for these will be
the "Onepapas of the future."

The Bureau has indicated that with the new COPE
system the old, 70-year-old system of "star" replace-
ment will be eliminated by 1980. What does this sug-
gest to the young collectors? In the last decade we have
had nigh onto a dozen different signatures on our com-
mon currency. What an overstocked pond the present
currency has for the "ragpicking" angler. Be patient,
do not despair, and good fishing!

Federal Reserve Corner
HE new Series 1974 notes have finally appeared.
The first were released from the Treasury Cash
Office in Washington, and were on the Richmond

district. Apparently these are yet not being released via
the Richmond Fed, as none has been reported other
than in the Washington area.

We can report some other districts. however. Dallas
was reported by Tommy Wills; San Francisco by
George Pollock, Jr.; New York by Richard Mark; and
Atlanta by Mike Crabb. This gives us five districts so
far, and within a short time most of the others will he
appearing.

We can also report one short block in the Series
1969D $1 Feds: San Francisco L - E block had a total
of only 640,000 notes. and if these are not obtained
while they have their brief appearance, we could have
a difficult note. It is hoped that reports will be forth-
coming to provide adequate supplies and to keep the
price within reason.

We will have two new editions of favorite catalogs
to look for soon. First, the 11th edition of the Hewitt-
Donlon will appear in early November; it features a
complete price revision, with many changes. Data has
been brought up to date for this handy volume. The 8th
edition of the Friedberg is also at the printers and will
be available shortly. This also will be eagerly snapped
up. for it is the "grandpa" of them all.

We are finding new types of errors that are appearing
from the COPE-produced notes. We had the pleasure
of showing one in Coin World which was a miscut, with
the bottom half of the top note, and top half of the
bottom note . . . each with different serial numbers.
It was really something! Harry Jones was the proud
owner. This was shown in Miami at ANA!

A word to the wise! If you are collecting Federal
Reserve Notes and lack any of the earlier series—Series
1963, 1963A, 1963B—now is the time to obtain them.
There are some really scarce blocks in these groups, and
prices are steadily rising. As supplies of all of these
regular and star notes become smaller, the prices are
bound to rise. I foresee a good future for these early
series, and remember they are now ELEVEN years
young!

I wish to thank readers who have written in and
sent reports. These are a great help, and I appreciate
your continued cooperation. It is my hope that I can
present here material you wish to see. so  voice your
opinions. Thanks.

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN II
P. 0. Box 36
Greenville, Miss. 38701
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Stanley Gibbons Currency of London reports that sales
of the 1973-74 season were up £17,810 on the previous
season at £58,810. Among the sales was one in June
which realized £16,692. It included a Chinese Ming
Dynasty one kwan mulberry bark note of 1368-99 which
made £500 and five 19th century proof notes of the Bank
of British North America that brought £400. A rare
Seychelles Government 50-cents note dated Nov. 10, 1919
and handsigned by Gov. E. Hines realized £260. A 20
piastres note signed and issued by Gen. Gordon during
the Siege of Khartoum made £90.
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